Risk pathways:
Child marriage becomes more likely when schools are closed

Schools close
- Some children engage in remote learning
- Adolescents are bored
- Students lose learning and opportunity to study, look for other opportunities
- Child marriage monitoring and reporting mechanisms are inactive
- Parents worry that their daughters will become pregnant
- Girls lose their 'student' status and agency
- Domestic violence increases
- Girls become pregnant
- Pandemic reduces household income
- Child labour
- No money for school costs
- Online child sexual exploitation and abuse

Online child sexual exploitation and abuse
- Child marriage
- Parent- and peer-led formal marriages and informal unions increase

Child marriage
- Students lose learning and opportunity to study, look for other opportunities
- Child marriage monitoring and reporting mechanisms are inactive
- Parents worry that their daughters will become pregnant
- Girls lose their 'student' status and agency
- Domestic violence increases
- Girls become pregnant
- Pandemic reduces household income
- Child labour
- No money for school costs
- Online child sexual exploitation and abuse
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